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excerpt from history and reminiscences of lower wall street and vicinity to call this volume a
history of lower wall street and vicinity is to give it a far more ambitious title than it merits
for in this section of new york city events took place which led to the foundation of the united
states as an independent nation here was the crucible in which the country s early history was
made about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this book
appropriately called reminiscences describes many of my most important memories that i have
largely focussing on my professional life in science it is meant to be read primarily by my
offspring and perhaps a few others who might be interested to know how i earned a living and
spent my time this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest
digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices content letters browne s folly a
letter for the essex institute love letters to miss sophia peabody volume i ii letter to the
editor of the literary review memoirs american notebooks volume i ii english notebooks volume i
ii french and italian notebooks volume i ii biographies and reminiscences of hawthorne the life
and genius of hawthorne by frank preston stearns hawthorne and his circle by julian hawthorne
memories of hawthorne by rose hawthorne lathrop hawthorne and his moses by herman melville fifty
years of hawthorne four americans by henry a beers george eliot hawthorne goethe heine my
literary passions by william dean howell life of great authors by hattie tyng griswold yesterday
with authors by james t field hawthorne and brook farm by george william curtis biographical
sketch by george parsons lathrop nathaniel hawthorne 1804 1864 was an american novelist and short
story writer gunfights and general lawlessness were common in the frontier cities of the american
west tombstone and dodge city are legendary but neither saw violence approaching that of los
angeles in the 1850s in his reminiscences of a ranger horace bell reports that midnight raids and
open day robbery and assassinations of defenseless or unsuspecting americans were of almost daily
occurrence in southern california a territory newly acquired from mexico to combat this
lawlessness in 1853 the citizens of los angeles formed a volunteer mounted police force known as
the los angeles rangers under the command of captain alexander hope the rangers strove to keep
the peace within the city and they hunted down bandits and murderers in the surrounding region
including several connected with joaquin murrieta s band the life of a mounted ranger appealed to
horace bell a civilian who later became an attorney and ran a newspaper as john boessenecker says
in the introduction to the book bell s memoir is a history of early los angeles an essential and
highly entertaining source for this period of the california gold rush with a sharp eye for
detail bell sketches numerous pioneers politicians military figures and outlaws and he vividly
describes riots and shootouts in the city streets and campaigns against indians and bandits this
book is a comprehensive guide to the nature practice and therapeutic effects of reminiscence
theatre drawing on examples from real life case studies pam schweitzer provides practical advice
on the process of taking an oral history creating from it a written script and developing that
into a dramatic production on whatever scale with a key theme for every week of the year this
resource contains extended multi sensory reminiscence group session plans for older adults
written by experienced occupational therapists it provides detailed session plans for running
successful and therapeutically valuable activities within group sessions from remembering school
days to celebrating the natural wonders of the british isles each plan has been developed to be
suitable for people with a variety of abilities including for those with dementia and help to
support memory sensory function confidence communication connection as well as overall physical
and emotional wellbeing activities range from cognitive activities such as word games food
tasting music and poetry to group discussions session plans are accompanied by downloadable
colour photographs and word cards to be used as tools for discussion based upon the handbook of
london by the late peter cunningham contains many biographical sketches and historical and
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descriptive articles regarding utah utah communities and mormon faith and history an enduringly
popular informative and unusual quiz book specifically produced for work with reminiscence groups
covering the years 1930 to 1969 it draws on memories and experiences of daily life and recalls
major events and celebrities more than 600 questions and answers are offered on four topics news
people entertainment and daily life questions can be adapted to all ages and abilities and
answers are supported by a wealth of background information ensuring that the answers can be
discussed to extend the activity the author raises questions about why the fervent commitment to
the emancipation of african americans was nearly forgotten by his family exploring the racial
attitudes in the author s upbringing and the ingrained racism that still plagues our nation today
reproduction of the original england picturesque and descriptive a reminiscence of foreign travel
by joel cook writing the materialities of the past offers a close analysis of how the materiality
of the built environment has been repressed in historical thinking since the 1950s author sam
griffiths argues that the social theory of cities in this period was characterised by the
dominance of socio economic and linguistic cultural models which served to impede our
understanding of time space relationality towards historical events and their narration the book
engages with studies of historical writing to discuss materiality in the built environment as a
form of literary practice to express marginalised dimensions of social experience in a range of
historical contexts it then moves on to reflect on england s nineteenth century industrialization
from an architectural topographical perspective challenging theories of space and architecture to
examine the complex role of industrial cities in mediating social changes in the practice of
everyday life by demonstrating how the authenticity of historical accounts rests on materially
emplaced narratives griffiths makes the case for the emancipatory possibilities of historical
writing he calls for a re evaluation of historical epistemology as a primarily socio scientific
or literary enquiry and instead proposes a specifically architectural time space figuration of
historical events to rethink and refresh the relationship of the urban past to its present and
future written for postgraduate students researchers and academics in architectural theory and
urban studies griffiths draws on the space syntax tradition of research to explore how
contingencies of movement and encounter construct the historical imagination i was impressed with
the accessibility of the book offering a guided tour through the history context and purposes of
reminiscence therapy the range of applications from promoting social and emotional stimulation to
reminiscence as psychotherapy it also provides a brief overview of its theoretical underpinnings
as a book for health professionals interested in reminiscence work it is a must for the shelf
most importantly it emphasizes the need for adequate training and supervision for those
undertaking this type of work the authors also provide a very good working guide to the
assessment process aging and health in this practical and accessible book leading exponents of
reminiscence work describe the purposes and techniques of reminiscence and set out detailed
guidelines on how to implement and conduct a wide range of reminiscence activities with different
types of client highlighting its tremendous diversity and potential and its special ability to
allow people of all ages and abilities to communicate deeply about their lives the authors
separate out the different aims of reminiscence which include intellectual or social stimulation
allowing people to leave behind them a cultural legacy or a means of intergenerational
communication they show clearly how each can be directly beneficial either to clients or their
carers or for improving the culture of the arena in which the activity is being carried out a
reminiscence of dr samuel johnson is a short story written in 1917 by american horror fiction
writer h p lovecraft it was first published in the september 1917 issue of the united amateur
under the pseudonym humphrey littlewit esq the story is a spoof of lovecraft s antiquarian
affectations littlewit the narrator is born august 20 1690 200 years to the day before lovecraft
s birthdate making him nearly 228 years old as he writes a memoir critic daniel harms writes
while not one of the most inspired of his pieces it at least shows that hpl realized his
pretensions of being an older cultured gentleman of an earlier era and could make fun of himself
the meaning and value of reminiscence in the lives of elders is beautifully explored this
fascinating book presents the unusual career of a scientist of chinese malaysian origin ho peng
yoke who became a humanist and rendered his services to both eastern and western intellectual
worlds it describes how ho adapted to working under changing social and academic environments in
singapore malaysia australia hong kong and england his activities also covered east asia europe
and north america ho peng yoke worked in collaboration with joseph needham of cambridge over
different periods spanning half a century in the monumental series science and civilization in
china ho subsequently succeeded needham as director of the needham research institute where he
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held the post for 12 years in the introduction to the final volume of that series the oxford
scholar mark elvin remarked that ho oc had long piloted the ship through difficult times oco this
book tells the story and more
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HISTORY AND REMINISCENCES OF LOWER WALL STREET AND VICINITY 2018 excerpt from history and
reminiscences of lower wall street and vicinity to call this volume a history of lower wall
street and vicinity is to give it a far more ambitious title than it merits for in this section
of new york city events took place which led to the foundation of the united states as an
independent nation here was the crucible in which the country s early history was made about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
Theatre Street 1973 this book appropriately called reminiscences describes many of my most
important memories that i have largely focussing on my professional life in science it is meant
to be read primarily by my offspring and perhaps a few others who might be interested to know how
i earned a living and spent my time
History and Reminiscences of Lower Wall Street and Vicinity 1914 this carefully edited collection
has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on
all devices content letters browne s folly a letter for the essex institute love letters to miss
sophia peabody volume i ii letter to the editor of the literary review memoirs american notebooks
volume i ii english notebooks volume i ii french and italian notebooks volume i ii biographies
and reminiscences of hawthorne the life and genius of hawthorne by frank preston stearns
hawthorne and his circle by julian hawthorne memories of hawthorne by rose hawthorne lathrop
hawthorne and his moses by herman melville fifty years of hawthorne four americans by henry a
beers george eliot hawthorne goethe heine my literary passions by william dean howell life of
great authors by hattie tyng griswold yesterday with authors by james t field hawthorne and brook
farm by george william curtis biographical sketch by george parsons lathrop nathaniel hawthorne
1804 1864 was an american novelist and short story writer
Theatre Street 1984 gunfights and general lawlessness were common in the frontier cities of the
american west tombstone and dodge city are legendary but neither saw violence approaching that of
los angeles in the 1850s in his reminiscences of a ranger horace bell reports that midnight raids
and open day robbery and assassinations of defenseless or unsuspecting americans were of almost
daily occurrence in southern california a territory newly acquired from mexico to combat this
lawlessness in 1853 the citizens of los angeles formed a volunteer mounted police force known as
the los angeles rangers under the command of captain alexander hope the rangers strove to keep
the peace within the city and they hunted down bandits and murderers in the surrounding region
including several connected with joaquin murrieta s band the life of a mounted ranger appealed to
horace bell a civilian who later became an attorney and ran a newspaper as john boessenecker says
in the introduction to the book bell s memoir is a history of early los angeles an essential and
highly entertaining source for this period of the california gold rush with a sharp eye for
detail bell sketches numerous pioneers politicians military figures and outlaws and he vividly
describes riots and shootouts in the city streets and campaigns against indians and bandits
Theatre Street 1938 this book is a comprehensive guide to the nature practice and therapeutic
effects of reminiscence theatre drawing on examples from real life case studies pam schweitzer
provides practical advice on the process of taking an oral history creating from it a written
script and developing that into a dramatic production on whatever scale
History and Reminiscences of Lower Wall Street and Vicinity (Classic Reprint) 2017-10-12 with a
key theme for every week of the year this resource contains extended multi sensory reminiscence
group session plans for older adults written by experienced occupational therapists it provides
detailed session plans for running successful and therapeutically valuable activities within
group sessions from remembering school days to celebrating the natural wonders of the british
isles each plan has been developed to be suitable for people with a variety of abilities
including for those with dementia and help to support memory sensory function confidence
communication connection as well as overall physical and emotional wellbeing activities range
from cognitive activities such as word games food tasting music and poetry to group discussions
session plans are accompanied by downloadable colour photographs and word cards to be used as
tools for discussion
Theatre Street 1984 based upon the handbook of london by the late peter cunningham
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Theatre Street 1930 contains many biographical sketches and historical and descriptive articles
regarding utah utah communities and mormon faith and history
Theatre Street 1936 an enduringly popular informative and unusual quiz book specifically produced
for work with reminiscence groups covering the years 1930 to 1969 it draws on memories and
experiences of daily life and recalls major events and celebrities more than 600 questions and
answers are offered on four topics news people entertainment and daily life questions can be
adapted to all ages and abilities and answers are supported by a wealth of background information
ensuring that the answers can be discussed to extend the activity
Reminiscences of Old Sheffield 1876 the author raises questions about why the fervent commitment
to the emancipation of african americans was nearly forgotten by his family exploring the racial
attitudes in the author s upbringing and the ingrained racism that still plagues our nation today
Theatre Street 1981 reproduction of the original england picturesque and descriptive a
reminiscence of foreign travel by joel cook
Sentimental Journeys 1988-02-01 writing the materialities of the past offers a close analysis of
how the materiality of the built environment has been repressed in historical thinking since the
1950s author sam griffiths argues that the social theory of cities in this period was
characterised by the dominance of socio economic and linguistic cultural models which served to
impede our understanding of time space relationality towards historical events and their
narration the book engages with studies of historical writing to discuss materiality in the built
environment as a form of literary practice to express marginalised dimensions of social
experience in a range of historical contexts it then moves on to reflect on england s nineteenth
century industrialization from an architectural topographical perspective challenging theories of
space and architecture to examine the complex role of industrial cities in mediating social
changes in the practice of everyday life by demonstrating how the authenticity of historical
accounts rests on materially emplaced narratives griffiths makes the case for the emancipatory
possibilities of historical writing he calls for a re evaluation of historical epistemology as a
primarily socio scientific or literary enquiry and instead proposes a specifically architectural
time space figuration of historical events to rethink and refresh the relationship of the urban
past to its present and future written for postgraduate students researchers and academics in
architectural theory and urban studies griffiths draws on the space syntax tradition of research
to explore how contingencies of movement and encounter construct the historical imagination
Reminiscences of an Octogenarian of the City of New York (1816 to 1860) 1896 i was impressed with
the accessibility of the book offering a guided tour through the history context and purposes of
reminiscence therapy the range of applications from promoting social and emotional stimulation to
reminiscence as psychotherapy it also provides a brief overview of its theoretical underpinnings
as a book for health professionals interested in reminiscence work it is a must for the shelf
most importantly it emphasizes the need for adequate training and supervision for those
undertaking this type of work the authors also provide a very good working guide to the
assessment process aging and health in this practical and accessible book leading exponents of
reminiscence work describe the purposes and techniques of reminiscence and set out detailed
guidelines on how to implement and conduct a wide range of reminiscence activities with different
types of client highlighting its tremendous diversity and potential and its special ability to
allow people of all ages and abilities to communicate deeply about their lives the authors
separate out the different aims of reminiscence which include intellectual or social stimulation
allowing people to leave behind them a cultural legacy or a means of intergenerational
communication they show clearly how each can be directly beneficial either to clients or their
carers or for improving the culture of the arena in which the activity is being carried out
蘆原英了コレクション目錄 1982 a reminiscence of dr samuel johnson is a short story written in 1917 by
american horror fiction writer h p lovecraft it was first published in the september 1917 issue
of the united amateur under the pseudonym humphrey littlewit esq the story is a spoof of
lovecraft s antiquarian affectations littlewit the narrator is born august 20 1690 200 years to
the day before lovecraft s birthdate making him nearly 228 years old as he writes a memoir critic
daniel harms writes while not one of the most inspired of his pieces it at least shows that hpl
realized his pretensions of being an older cultured gentleman of an earlier era and could make
fun of himself
Old New York : Or, Reminiscences of the Past Sixty Years 1865 the meaning and value of
reminiscence in the lives of elders is beautifully explored
The Graphic 1878 this fascinating book presents the unusual career of a scientist of chinese
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malaysian origin ho peng yoke who became a humanist and rendered his services to both eastern and
western intellectual worlds it describes how ho adapted to working under changing social and
academic environments in singapore malaysia australia hong kong and england his activities also
covered east asia europe and north america ho peng yoke worked in collaboration with joseph
needham of cambridge over different periods spanning half a century in the monumental series
science and civilization in china ho subsequently succeeded needham as director of the needham
research institute where he held the post for 12 years in the introduction to the final volume of
that series the oxford scholar mark elvin remarked that ho oc had long piloted the ship through
difficult times oco this book tells the story and more
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